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1.80 NOTICES OF BOOKS 
chapter gives an admirable historical survey of the subject, summing up the main results 
of the foregoing discussions. The work closes with adequate indexes and a list, occupy- 
ing no less than 82 pages, of the inscriptions and papyri cited : each of these is provided 
with a key-number, by which it is referred to throughout the book, a system whereby an 
immense economy of space is effected. The work is not, indeed, perfect : that a number 
of minor errors and inconsistencies should escape the author's notice was perhaps inevit- 
able in a book of this kind and does not seriously detract from its value. Nor is it 
absolutely complete: the interesting thiasos-law, for example, published in the British 
School Annual xiii. 328 ff., could not be taken into account. But Dr. Poland may be 
heartily congratulated on the result of his labours and Hellenists on the possession of a 
work which throws so much light on what was so important and characteristic a side of 
Greek life. 
Die Verfugungsbeschrinkungen des VerpfAnders besonders in den 
Papyri. Mit einem Anhang: Eine unver6ffentlichte Basler Papyrusurkunde. 
Von ERNST RABEL. (Festgabe zur Fiinfhundertjahrfeier der Universitat Leipzig, 
dargebracht von der Universitit Basel.) Pp. 116. Leipzig : Veit & Co., 1909. 4 M. 
This monograph is somewhat of a novelty among books dealing with ancient law in that 
it utilizes also the law of the Teutonic peoples. It is an investigation of the noteworthy 
clause in papyri relating to pledges in security (inroe9?cat) by which the pledger is 
forbidden in any way to dispose of the property pledged before repayment of the debt. 
Beginning with an examination of ancient Greek law with a view to discovering whether 
it affords analogies, the author collects the papyrus material, and then briefly discusses 
certain theories in regard to the similar provision in German law. After this he 
proceeds to a consideration of the origin and justification of the clause, suggesting 
certain explanations. It cannot be said that any definite conclusion is reached. Most 
of the evidence is extremely precarious and incomplete, and certainty is at present 
hardly attainable; but the book is useful as a statement of the problem. At the end is 
published a i'roO'Kj7 contained in the Basle Public Library. It is pleasant to hear that an 
edition of all the papyri in this collection may be expected. The volume contains an 
index of sources. 
etudes sur l'ancienne Alexandrie. Par ALEXANDRE MAX DE ZOGHEB. Pp. 242. 
2 Plates and 1 Map. Paris : Ernest Leroux, 1909. 4 fr. 
M. de Zogheb's book contains a few summary sketches of the history of Alexandria 
under the Ptolemies and the Roman Emperors and also in Christian and Mohamedan 
times, and a few lectures and essays on Alexandrian topography, in which subject his 
chief guides are Neroutsos Bey and Mahmoud Bey el Falaki. The author, who is more 
confident than critical in his statements and judgments, is convinced that the present 
mosque of the prophet Daniel, below which are some ancient vaults now inaccessible, 
occupies the site of the Senza or tomb of Alexander the Great, his only doubt being 
whether the body of the king is still there ; and he maintains with equal insistence that 
Antony and Cleopatra were buried not in the tomb which Cleopatra had constructed 
near the temple of Isis, but in the Sema alongside all the Ptolemies. 
The Roman Assemblies. By G. W. BOTSFORD. Pp. x+521. New York: 
Macmillan Co. 1909. 17s. net. 
It is clear that this book is the result of much patient care. The author tells us that he 
has consulted practically all the modern authorities; and this means not only the 
standard works on Roman constitutional history but numberless articles in the various 
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